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Memoir Breakthrough Writing Self-Paced Two-Day Workshop
I’ve been running online weekend workshops for some time now.
The idea behind them is simple: if and when you immerse
yourself in a topic or an activity for an intensive weekend, you
learn a lot and you also get a lot done.
The format is also simple: a series of timed emails that arrive
over the course of two days, five hours each day. First comes a
lesson, then a chance to write or reflect on the lesson, then a
little break, then another lesson, then another writing and
reflecting time, then another break, and so on.
Couldn’t be simpler! Or more valuable and effective.
Welcome to this two-day adventure. By setting aside two days to
work this program, you’ll have made a valuable investment in
your writing life and real progress on your current writing
project.
You could of course just read this pdf as if it were a text and get
something out of it that way. But I really do hope that you will
use it as it’s designed to be used, as a real two-day workshop
that you run over a weekend or some other consecutive two-day
period.
The basic idea is that you are acting as if a series of emails is
arriving, one email at a time, over the course of five hours on
two consecutive days. When I run these workshops live, the
hours are 9 am pacific – 2 pm pacific on a consecutive Saturday
and Sunday. I hope that you will do something similar.
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Set aside two consecutive days (they do not have to be weekend
days). Pick your hours. (You’ll want to be fresh to do this work,
so don’t pick hours after a full day of work has ended.) Have a
digital clock handy so that you know the time. Tackle each email
at its appointed time. That’s it!
The emails are numbered so that you can keep track. Times are
provided as if the workshop is being run from 9 a.m. – 2 p.m. If
your starting and ending hours are different, please adjust
accordingly.
**
Three days before your workshop
Get a good handle on the basics. Where will you run your
workshop? Is that space ready? Who needs to know that you
aren’t available for those hours? Do you need to stock up on
snacks? Make a checklist of the basics and check things off.
Two days before your workshop
The headline is to relax. That you have decided to spend the
weekend in touch with your writing is already something to
celebrate. So, relax, enjoy, celebrate … and, oh, get organized.
Getting organized might mean finding stray bits of writing,
gathering bits, sorting bits, printing out bits, rereading bits, etc.
This may actually amount to a huge task, so just do what you
can and don’t overwhelm yourself.
Be peaceful and get ready for the two days to unfold. You’ve
committed this time and that’s a wonderful start. So just be
easy <smile>.
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One day before your workshop
Get a good night’s rest.
You might give yourself a “sleep thinking prompt” tonight to get
yourself started. The prompt might be something like “What
does my memoir need?” or “What part of my memoir do I want
to work on this weekend?” or “What do I really think happened
between Aunt Jane and Aunt Mary?” Sleep thinking prompts can
prove a very useful part of the creative process.
**
MEMOIR BREAKTHROUGH SELF-PACED WEEKEND WORKSHOP
SATURDAY. 8 A.M. ONE HOUR BEFORE BEGINNING
**
1. Welcome (8 a.m.)
Hello, everyone:
Welcome to this Memoir Breakthrough online weekend
workshop. You will notice that this email is numbered. All the
emails that I send you this weekend, with the exception of some
logistical updates and small cheerleading emails, will be
numbered, so that you can stay organized. This will prove useful
to you, especially if the emails come to you out of order, which,
with emails, is always possible. The numbering of the emails will
also help you replicate this weekend whenever you like.
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In the next email, I’ll describe how this weekend will work. For
now, welcome! Lovely to have you aboard!
**
2. What will happen (8:05 a.m.)
Here is what we are doing this weekend.
1. I want you to have a learning-and-writing weekend and also
an experience. This can’t replicate the experience of being with
me in a classroom in Paris, Rome, or London with twenty-five
other writers, hearing me and feeling what it’s like to write
“alone together” with other writers. This can’t be that
experience. But it can be something special.
2. In the live workshops, I hold the group energy and manage
the time. This weekend, you must maintain your own good
energy and maintain your own good time management. I will
help you with the timing of exercises and writing stints by being
very clear with my instructions, but you are the one really in
charge of your time. You can sneak off or stay put, distract
yourself or stay put, throw up your hands or stay put. I hope
that, for the sake of your writing life, for the sake of your
memoir, and for the sake of living your life purposes, you do a
marvelous job of keeping to the organizational scheme of the
weekend.
3. Each day’s workshop is five hours in length. That is a lot! But
there are breaks built in and I hope that it will not prove too
exhausting. And isn’t exhausting yourself in the service of your
work a good thing once in a while <smile>? So, expect long days
– but valuable days.
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4. There will be breaks, including a lunch break. Depending on
what time zone you’re in, that lunch break may come rather
late in the day. If so, just call it a dinner break or a late-night
snack <smile>. That is, don’t get too hung up on the differences
between time zones; that’s a natural feature of an online
workshop of this sort.
5. In a little while I will send you an email with ALL of the emails
for the workshops in one document. In this way, if a given email
fails to get to you because of some cyberspace malfunction, you
can still keep on track. My advice would be to print out the
email-of-all-emails and have it handy, so that you can stay on
track throughout the weekend. That print-out will also serve you
when and if you want to recreate this experience and run
another two-day writing workshop for yourself.
**
3. All the emails (8:10 a.m.)
In this email, you will find all of the emails for the weekend
(except for some logistical and cheerleading emails). Please try
not to glance at this too much or get ahead of yourself. Just
keep this email handy for guidance or print it out and keep it
handy. It is for reference, not for reading <smile>. Let the
weekend unfold email by email and minute by minute.
**
4. We begin shortly (8:15 a.m.)
Tea made?
Battery charged?
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Phone off?
Agreements in place (that you won’t be bothered except for
emergencies)?
Fingers limber?
Okay! We begin shortly, at 9 a.m. Pacific time (in about 45
minutes)
One final note:
I will be asking you to look at some “big issues” during this
weekend and only giving you a short amount of time to think
about them <smile>. There are two reasons for the short amount
of time. First, this will allow us to cover several important issues
in our two days together. Second, there is a lot of power in
thinking in a focused way about something, rather than chewing
on it just out of conscious awareness for weeks, months, and
years.
It may be the case that, for some or several of these issues,
you’ll need to continue thinking about them after this workshop
ends. But it may also be the case that you can get them
answered during our time together. That would be lovely! So,
we’ll consider these as introductions to the issues raised—but
maybe they will prove to be more than that, maybe you will also
be able to arrive at some conclusions!
**
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SATURDAY
5. Memoir as Life Purpose
Memoir as life purpose 9:00 – 9:10
Writing a memoir isn’t just about getting words down on the
page or just about expressing yourself. Rather, it’s an important
life purpose choice among your hopefully many important life
purpose choices.
It is our job—the project of our life—to determine what we
consider important. These “life purpose choices” might include
service, activism, relationships, creativity, physical health,
emotional wellbeing, and more. Each of us is obliged to create a
list or menu of these life purpose choices, to help us remember
what we do consider important. For folks wanting to write a
memoir, their memoir goes on that list: that is, we ourselves
make the decision to elevate it to the high place of life purpose
choice.
There are many reasons for not writing a memoir, among them
everyday resistance to writing, self-censorship, the difficulty of
the task, and so on. What can counterbalance or counteract
those many daunting reasons? That you have designated your
memoir as one of your life purpose choices.
See if you can feel a shift when, instead of saying, “I’m writing
my memoir,” you say, “Writing my memoir is one of my
important life purpose choices.” See if you feel that shift. If you
can’t, no problem <smile>. But if you can, you may have landed
on a vital way of keeping yourself motivated as you tackle the
hard job of writing your memoir.
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6. WRITING
Writing 9:10 – 9:40
Write for 30 minutes <smile>. For each of your writing stints
during this weekend, you have the following choice: to work on
your memoir or to continue working on the lesson that you were
just thinking about.
Sometimes you may want to do one and sometimes the other. My
advice is that the better bet is to actually work on your memoir
rather than work on the lesson; this is a golden opportunity to
get a lot of writing done on your memoir. But the choice is
yours.
Write for 30 minutes. (I’ll send you an email at the twentyeight-minute mark to let you know that you have two minutes of
writing time remaining.)
7. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 9:40 – 9:50
Please stop writing now.
I would like you to observe the following:
+ 30 minutes isn’t an amount of time to scorn. You don’t need
hours and hours and hours to appear in order to write: thirty
minutes matter.
+ DON’T NEED THIS TO BE EASY. The reality of the creative
process is that much of the time we must live with confusion,
chaos, uncertainty, morphing ideas, and ever so much more that
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makes writing less than fun. DO NOT NEED THIS TO BE EASY. That
is a headline. If you’ve mistakenly believed that some other
writer somewhere is having it easy, let go of that belief. Writing
is real, shifting, taxing, confusing work. So be it.
+ You may want to keep a little “process” notebook or computer
file for this weekend and make some notes about what you’re
experiencing or learning. If you’d like to do that, start that
notebook now and make some notes for yourself.
Stretch! But don’t go far away. This isn’t a lunch break or the
opportunity to get a latte. Just stretch, go the bathroom if you
need to, come back, and resume being present.
(As you await the next email, feel free to write. ALWAYS feel
free to write <smile>. But when the next email comes in, please
pay attention to it. Don’t lose the rhythm of lesson-writinglesson-writing … )
8. Am I Writing a Memoir?
Am I writing a memoir? 9:50 – 10:00
As you’ve signed up for a memoir-writing weekend, it seems
that it must follow that you are writing a memoir. But many
would-be memoir writers are actually not that clear in their own
mind whether they are writing a memoir, writing some sort of
combination memoir and self-help book, or whether they really
ought to be disguising the material and writing a novel based,
loosely or quite directly, on their life experiences.
This uncertainly can lead to the sort of indecisiveness and
blockage that causes a would-be memoir writer to do no writing
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at all. Indeed, you must decide. You can reach your decision in a
number of ways:
+ You can try writing a portion of your book in these several
different ways, say by writing one chapter as “pure memoir,”
one chapter in the style of “memoir plus self-help,” and one
chapter as the fictionalized version of events.
+ You can try writing one version all the way to the end and then
see if you like the results. That is, you commit to doing your
memoir as a memoir, understanding that when you are done you
may still make some other decision, say, for instance, to turn it
into a novel.
+ You can make a list of the pros and cons to each approach, see
if a decision flows from the information on that list, and then
commit to that approach.
+ You could make a calculated marketplace decision, if, that is,
you could figure the marketplace out, and decide on one version
or another version depending on what looks to be easiest to sell
in the marketplace.
There are other approaches as well. But you get the idea. You
must get this issue on the table and deal with it. If you remain
stuck not really being sure whether you are writing a memoir or
writing something else, that is a recipe for blockage.
If you are certain that you are writing a memoir, this lesson isn’t
for you. But if you’re caught in the kind of quandary I’ve been
describing, please take some time, either right now, during this
weekend, or after this workshop ends, to air this issue and get
closer to a firm decision.
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9. WRITING
Writing 10:00 – 10:30
Write for 30 minutes.
10. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 10:30 – 10:40
You’ve now spent an hour writing (in two half-hour stints).
That’s what an hour of being with your writing feels like. Maybe
you found it hard, maybe you found it easy. Either way, please
celebrate having shown up to your writing for an hour. Really,
please celebrate!
How would you like to celebrate? With a round of applause? With
a knowing smile? With a bowl of popcorn? With a silent
“Congratulations!” Please create a little celebration right now
that really FEELS like a celebration. You just honorably lived one
of your life purposes. Celebrate that.
You may also want to do a little processing. What are you
learning? What are you experiencing? Stretch, move around a
bit, but don’t go far away. Come on back from your stretch and
from your processing. A nice break is coming next <smile>.
11. Break
Break 10:40 – 10:55
Time for a break. But you are not leaving the work, rather you
are leaving the work for a while. Get that idea very clearly in
your mind. You will be returning after a pleasant, useful break.
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How will you spend your break? You might make the decision not
to break the spell too much and rather than turning to emails,
day job work, or the news of the day to instead stay quiet,
stretch, make some tea, and stay connected to your project.
This is a break, not a leaving. Try not to go too far away, either
mentally or physically.
12. Am I Comfortable Revealing Myself?
Am I comfortable revealing myself? 10:55 – 11:05
Many memoirists who believe that they are perfectly
comfortable revealing their traumatic history, their secret
desires, their shortcomings, failures and warts, the foibles of
their friends and family, and so on, really aren’t all that
comfortable with any of that revealing. They honestly want to
believe that they are, because they don’t want to be defeated
in their aims by their fears and their worries. But, while they
want to feel comfortable, they aren’t really.
There is no more important issue for the would-be memoirist or
the stalled memoirist to get clarity on, since this is likely the
main source of blockage. This is also a tremendously important
issue for the working memoirist, too, who may be managing to
write but who may be haunted by this issue and unconsciously
censoring or “toning down” her memoir because she doesn’t
feel all that comfortable or safe revealing this or that.
If you have the intuition that this is an issue for you, how do you
think you might go about resolving it? There isn’t an easy
answer, because we are talking about legitimate fears and
worries that must be accounted for and not just somehow
ignored or suppressed. The starting place is to have this hard
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conversation with yourself. You might begin it during the next
writing stint or after this weekend has ended. If you know or
suspect that this issue is alive for you, you really ought to have
this conversation with yourself sooner rather than later.
13. WRITING
11:05 – 11:35
Please write for the next 30 minutes.
14. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 11:35 – 11:45
During this ten-minute processing period, you might want to
check in with yourself and see if you need to make any changes.
Maybe it might make sense to work in a different area of your
memoir. Maybe it might make sense to step back and do some
organizing. Maybe it might make sense to face a hard part of
your memoir, a hard part that you know you’re avoiding. Maybe
it might make sense to let your imagination run wild for a bit.
Take this process-and-stretch break as an opportunity to decide
if you should “just continue” or if there is some change to make
or new direction to take.
15. Am I Comfortable Exposing Others?
Am I comfortable exposing others? 11:45 – 11:55
This lesson is a corollary to the last lesson about revealing
yourself. While you may be comfortable enough revealing your
own history, secrets, and foibles, it is a completely separate
matter whether you are willing to reveal what you know about
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your parents, grandparents, siblings, lovers, friends, bosses, or
anyone else, even including someone as secondary to your story
as your town’s butcher, baker or candlestick maker.
What might you be worried about? Embarrassing them.
Humiliating them. Wronging them. Misrepresenting them.
Upsetting them. Falling out with them. Being confronted by
them. Even being sued by them. It’s very hard to make true
progress on your memoir if you are stewing about these matters,
if they remain unresolved, or if they remain a secret
impediment to your progress.
What might your “right” answer be? It might be to carefully take
each “character” in turn and see if certain ones worry you more
than others; and then make some decisions based on that
updated understanding. It might be to “put in everything” and
then carefully decide which bits are too inflammatory,
revealing, or seem intuitively better left out. Whatever plan you
adopt, the main point is that this issue must get cleared up. If
you are half-unconsciously harboring the belief that it is too
dangerous to write your memoir, you will not write it.
You might want to tackle this issue in your next writing stint or
after this weekend is over. If this happens not to be an issue for
you, excellent! But if it is, please make sure to address it.
16. WRITING
Writing 11:55 – 12:25
Write for the next 30 minutes.
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17. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 12:25 – 12:35
You’ve been at this for more than three hours now. You might
want to respond to the following two prompts as part of this
process-and-stretch interlude:
+ I’m beginning to see that to have the writing life I want I must
…
+ I’d like to institute the following new habit or practice in
support of my writing life:
18. Lunch
Lunch 12:35 – 1:05
You now have a 30-minute break. How do you want to spend it?
Try to be mindful about this lunch break. Might a quick shower
refresh you? Are there some emails you must get to, so as to get
them off your mind? Might a short walk out in the world serve
you? Is this a time to relax, to catch up with some pressing
business, or even to take a quick nap (set an alarm!)? Remember
to hold this lunch break as an interlude in the service of your
writing day: you want whatever you do to support your return to
your work thirty minutes from now.
19. Confident Choosing
Confident choosing 1:05 – 1:15
Even after you’ve gotten very clear about whether you’re willing
to be revealing, both about yourself and others, and about
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whether you’re comfortable with the pushback that may come
from exposing yourself and others, that doesn’t mean that it will
then be easy to choose which incidents to put into your memoir,
how many details to reveal, which themes to explore to the
max, or what tone to take. Tons of decisions remain, even after
you are very clear that you are writing a memoir.
That means that you will have a massive number of decisions to
make. A writer who is writing makes those decisions, confident
not that those decisions are coming with any guarantees or that
all of them will prove tenable but confident that there is
nothing else to do but to make one decision after another. You
really must embrace with your whole being that there is nothing
else to do but make decisions and only after the fact see if they
were the right ones.
Yes, you can certainly aid yourself by making wiser decisions
right from the get-go. Maybe you know with absolute certainty
that there is an incident which, if you don’t put it in, renders
your memoir inauthentic. Then it would be wise to right now let
go of the hope of writing around that incident. Maybe you know
for sure that your usual writing tone is caustic and ironic and
that you don’t want your memoir to sound that way. Then it
would be wise to right now demand of yourself that you don’t
indulge yourself by writing in that tone. There may be many
such important decisions to make early on that will help you aim
your memoir in the right direction.
But even after you make those wise decisions, you will still be
stuck with endless choices. Embrace that reality. Not only
embrace it, try to feel the confidence that comes with
accepting that the creative process is exactly what it is, a
genuine dip into the unknown that comes with no guarantees.
Your mantra: “I will confidently make choices without knowing
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outcomes.” If this feels worth writing about in your next writing
session, by all means do so. Or just confidently get on with the
writing <smile>.
20. WRITING
Writing 1:15 – 1:45
Please write for the next 30 minutes.
21. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 1:45 – 1:55
During today’s last process-and-stretch interlude you might
stretch and relax, you might return to the one of the issues that
we discussed earlier in the day and give it a bit more thought, or
you might tie up some loose writing ends, if that seems like the
right thing to do. Use these ten minutes in a way that serves
you.
22. Closing ceremony
Closing ceremony 1:55 – 2:00
It is time to end this long, good day. (I hope it was good
<smile>.) What sort of ceremony would you like to create that
celebrates the day and acknowledges that you’ve done real
work and lived one of your life purposes?
Try not to just hurry on to your next set of tasks and duties.
Take a few minutes, or at least a few moments, to honor your
accomplishments and sing your own praises <smile>. Maybe a
song of praise is the ceremony! Let this be a peaceful,
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celebratory, joyful moment. Then, when you’re ready, return to
your day.
23. End of First day
End of first day
If you worked today’s program, congratulations! If you worked
part of today’s program, congratulations! I hope you had a
valuable, useful and productive day.
Thoughts at the end of the day:
+ You and your efforts matter. Please take that in deeply.
+ You may be feeling tired (even very tired). Therefore, you may
want to go to bed early and get a good night’s rest. Don’t turn
the sensation of “feeling tired” into an argument for not coming
back tomorrow <smile>. Feeling tired today is not a reason to
avoid writing tomorrow.
+ If you feel like it, you might give yourself a sleep thinking
prompt tonight. That might sound like, “I wonder, what incident
should I work on next?” or “I wonder, how can I best tackle that
really hard bit?” Of course, you may fall asleep even before you
can give yourself a sleep thinking prompt. In that case, sleep
well.
+ See you tomorrow!
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24. We start in an hour!
Hello, everyone:
A happy Sunday to you. I hope that you’re ready for another day
of learning and writing. The rhythm of the day will mirror
yesterday’s. We’ll have new lessons but the basic set-up is the
same. Lessons and lots of writing! And breaks, stretching, and
time to process. I hope that you’ll find today productive and
enjoyable.
We begin shortly. Get your pencils sharpened!
Best,
Eric
25. Organizing Your Memoir
Organizing your memoir 9:00 – 9:10
You would think that a memoir would be easy to organize, since
a life is lived chronologically. But a memoir isn’t some mere dry
recitation of consecutive events. That you had your diaper
changed on day three of your life, and that you again had your
diaper changed on day four of your life, and that you again had
your diaper changed on day five of your life, is of no interest to
anyone. If one of those diaper changes were revelatory,
traumatic, funny, or something, that might make its way into
your memoir: but we do not want to read one dry (or wet) thing
after another.
You might organize your memoir chronologically around the
incidents that are interesting or that provide atmosphere. But
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you might also make some other choice and organize your
memoir around some device, like a running metaphor, around
some theme, teasing out those bits that connect to a particular
challenge like your addiction to heroin or your life as a refugee
on the run, or in some other way. You might move forward in
time or you might bounce back and forth in time or we might
not be at all sure where we are in time, if that suited your ends
best. Your organizational scheme is up for grabs and yours for
the choosing.
That, of course, makes for a huge challenge. How will you
organize your memoir? Maybe you know for sure; and, if you do,
that’s one giant hurdle overcome. But what if you don’t? Then
you must take stabs at various schemes and try things out. What
you mustn’t do is throw up your hands and exclaim, “I have no
idea how to organize this material!” Of course, you don’t know,
until you do know. That’s the exact nature of process. You must
not put your memoir aside because “you don’t know.” Instead,
you must try things out and see what you learn and what
emerges.
You may have no time to tackle this issue during our weekend
together—or you may want to take a stab at it during your next
writing session. In whatever way you decide to proceed, make
the following a real priority: to experiment with organizational
schemes until you settle on the one you want to use. Until you
get your scheme settled, you’re likely both not to be really
working on your memoir and not to be really wanting to work on
it.
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26. WRITING
Writing 9:10 – 9:40
This is a new writing day. Write for thirty minutes where you left
off yesterday; write where you feel you ought to be writing
today; write where your sleep thinking has prompted you to
write; or “just write” if no clear or pressing starting place is
making itself known. With or without a clear starting place,
write for thirty minutes.
27. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 9:40 – 9:50
Remember to congratulate yourself for showing up! Your
measure of success isn’t the number of words you’ve written,
perfect clarity, or beautiful paragraphs, it’s showing up to the
work and to your life purposes. Celebrate and stretch!
If you’re keeping a process notebook for this weekend, check in
with yourself about how this writing period went and what, if
anything, you’ve learned.
28. Important Incidents
Important incidents 9:50 – 10:00
It will help you enormously to know which are the “important
incidents” to be included in your memoir. “Important” in this
context doesn’t mean the most dramatic or earthshaking.
Rather, it means “important to the book and really worth
including.” An important incident might be you falling down at
the age of three and crying hard and none of your family
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members raising a finger to comfort you. It might be walking the
back streets of a small town somewhere in Europe and feeling
something. It might be the “small thing” that you said to your
mate that had all of those tremendous repercussions.
While it isn’t strictly necessary to do so, and while you may not
be able to do so with absolute clarity or comprehensiveness, you
might want to create an actual “important incident” list of
those incidents you consider important to include in your
memoir. Maybe as a subset of that list or as a separate list, you
might want to create a list of “vital incidents” that you really
must include, either because your “plot” demands them or
because your memoir would prove inauthentic without them.
If this exercise makes sense to you, either work on it during your
next writing stint or else make sure to get to it after this
weekend is over. This may prove a really useful exercise, so do
give some thought about engaging with it.
29. WRITING
Writing 10:00 – 10:30
Write for thirty minutes.
30. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 10:30 – 10:40
If you haven’t been jotting notes to yourself or processing your
experience of the workshop, you might spend a few minutes
doing that now. You have a break coming after this process-andstretch interlude, so instead of leaving right now spend a few
minutes having a conversation with yourself about how you can
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ensure that you will continue writing in a regular, everyday way
after this workshop ends.
31. Break
Break 10:40 – 10:55
Get a nice break in. But don’t stray too far away, either in mind
or body. Catch up with things in the world, if you must, but try
not to leave so completely that you put returning in jeopardy.
32. Troubling Thoughts and Painful Feelings
Troubling thoughts and painful feelings 10:55 – 11:05
Writing a memoir is provocative. It may well bring up troubling
thoughts and painful feelings, it may trigger a real flooding of
difficult emotions, and, in the extreme, it can endanger your
mental and emotional wellbeing. How could it be otherwise? You
are likely writing your memoir in part to speak about the painful
events in your life, an activity which is naturally causing you to
remember them. This is dangerous territory.
Since you don’t want to give up on writing your memoir because
it brings up troubling thoughts and painful feelings (unless, of
course, it does prove too difficult and dangerous an enterprise),
you will need to think through what you mean to do when those
troubling thoughts and painful feelings appear. You might want
to read in the trauma literature or in the addiction recovery
literature, as those are two places where a lot of thought has
gone into how to heal the past and how to deal with the past in
the present.
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If you do decide to put your memoir aside “for a time,” because
dealing with the past has gotten to be too much, what will be
your plan for returning to it? Without a plan, you may avoid it
for weeks, months, or years. A simple plan might be “I commit
to returning to my memoir as soon as I can” or “I commit to
returning to my memoir first thing on Monday of next week.”
Whatever your plan is, create reminders and, rather than
holding the secret intention to never go back there, hold the
clear intention to return. Remember that, until you decide that
you are no longer writing your memoir, you are still currently
writing it.
You might take a little time during your next writing stint to
consider the above or you might add it to the matters that you
will think seriously about after this weekend has ended. One
way or the other, you do want to know what you intend to do
when troubling thoughts and painful feelings arrive, as they are
quite likely coming.
33. WRITING
Writing 11:05 – 11:35
For this writing period, I’d like you to consider engaging with
the following exercise. If the exercise doesn’t speak to you, just
use these thirty minutes to work on your memoir. But I suggest
that you at least consider the exercise. The exercise is made up
of three ten-minute writing stints. I’ll send emails to alert you
when each ten-minute stint is up but you may want to set a
timer also, in case my emails are delayed.
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Here is the exercise. Choose to work on it or continue with your
memoir.
1. What’s the hardest place in your memoir? Go there and write
for 10 minutes.
2. What’s the most personally revealing place in your memoir?
Go there and write for 10 minutes.
3. What’s the part of your memoir that you’d really like to
avoid? Go there are write for 10 minutes.
If the above exercises don’t speak to you or don’t pertain to
you, just continue on with your memoir for the next 30 minutes.
But do double-check with yourself first before skipping these
exercises.
34. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 11:35 – 11:45
If you tackled the last exercise, you may have gained some
important insights about the hard places in your memoir, about
your feelings about revealing and/or not revealing yourself,
about your desire to avoid certain parts of your memoir, etc.
Take a minute to process what you’ve just learned. Especially if
you’ve learned something important about what you do and
don’t want to reveal, try to think through the implications of
your new understanding.
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35. Where to End?
Where to End? 11:45 – 11:55
If you are writing a mystery, you have a pretty decent sense of
where you are going to end: with the culprit exposed and
apprehended. If you are writing a romance, you have a pretty
decent sense of where you are going to end: with the lovers
finally kissing, or some equivalent of that. But for most books, it
is actually quite hard to know where exactly to end.
Would you end your history of WWII with a dramatic event like
the use of nuclear weapons, with the final surrender, or with a
bit about the tumultuous postwar years, about which you
happen to know so much? Would you end your novel as quietly as
it seems to want to end or would you shoehorn in some dramatic
ending which the novel itself hasn’t foreshadowed? And with
your memoir: where will you end it, given that you are still alive
and kicking?
You may have begun your memoir with an ending in mind,
presuming that it had to end with a certain event or scene. But
as we write, our ideas naturally morph; and that ending point
may not seem right or true any longer. Or you may have begun
your memoir with absolutely no clue as to where it might best
end and you may still have no clue. Of course, you could just
keep going, approach the end, and see what wants to emerge.
That’s a completely reasonable approach. But you might want to
step back and do a little thinking on the matter.
If you feel like doing that stepping back, either in your next
writing stint or after this weekend is over, you might try the
“simple” exercise of creating a list of possible endings, see if
one pops out as the “right one.” If it does, explain to yourself
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what that means in terms of organization: that is, how will you
properly and honestly get to that particular ending?
In whatever the ways you engage with this issue, the headline is
the following one: deciding where to end can prove its own
tricky and upsetting challenge. Do not leave your memoir 99%
complete but unfinished because you can’t decide how to end
it. Decide—better yet, confidently decide. By virtue of
confidently deciding, you’re likely to have picked exactly the
right ending.
36. WRITING
Writing 11:55 – 12:25
This is a 30-minute writing stint. You may want to employ it in
the usual way, working on your memoir, or you might want to
tackle the following exercise.
When you can articulate what’s interesting and important about
your memoir, that adds motivational juice to the process and
helps reduce the risk that you’ll stop working on your memoir.
Therefore, it pays to spend some time articulating what you see
as interesting and important about your memoir. If you want to
do that work now, use the following three prompts. If you want
to continue with your writing rather than engage with this
exercise, then do turn to this exercise at another time. I think
you’ll find it valuable.
Three prompts:
1. I’m currently writing a memoir (describe it a bit) ….
2. I think this book is interesting because …
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3. Not only is it interesting, it’s also important because …
37. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 12:25 – 12:35
If you tackled the previous exercise, you may have discovered
that your memoir feels interesting and important to you. I hope
that’s what you concluded <smile>!
This may be a moment to do a bit more writing about your
memoir’s “selling points” or “talking points,” to be used down
the road when and if you decide to send it out into the world,
either to traditional publishers (via a literary agent) or via selfpublishing.
Stretch a bit and think a bit about those future tasks, the
marketing and promoting of your memoir.
38. Lunch
Lunch 12:35 – 1:05
Get some sustenance! And do take a real break. But also
remember that you will be returning—our day is not over yet!
39. Sooner Rather Than Later
Sooner rather than later 1:05 – 1:15
For reasons that we could name, among them the issues we’ve
been discussing these weekend, memoir writers tend to give
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themselves internal permission to take a very long time to write
their memoir.
They collect anecdotes about published memoir writers who’ve
taken six years, twelve years, eighteen years, or some other
extravagant amount of time to get their memoir written and
internally smile, saying to themselves, “Yes, this sort of project
really does take this long.”
Indeed, a book takes as long as it takes. But you might want to
adopt the mantra “sooner rather than later” as a sort of global
affirmation of your intention to work on your memoir regularly,
not let the issues we’ve discussed stall you or stymie you, and
create energy and motivation to get your memoir completed and
out into the world.
Sooner rather than later. Isn’t that worth adopting as your
motto? If you feel like it, jot down some notes to yourself on
how you intend to get your memoir completed “sooner rather
than later.”
40. WRITE
Write 1:15 – 1:45
This is your last writing stint of the weekend workshop.
You may have done more writing over this weekend than you
have done in a long time and you may be “out of words and out
of energy.” On the other hand, you may have reconnected with
your memoir and reenergized yourself around your memoir to
such an extent that you are excited to continue.
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If you’re in the tired place, see if you can generate a little more
devotional energy to get you to the finish line. If you’re in the
enthusiastic place, enjoy! Write for thirty minutes.
41. Process and Stretch
Process and stretch 1:45 – 1:55
You’re almost at the finish line! Congratulations! Here are a few
last questions to ponder:
1. What does your memoir need from you next?
2. What is your top takeaway from this weekend?
3. What change do you need to make, what new thought do you
need to think, and/or what new habit do you need to institute
in order to keep on writing?
Relax and stretch or ponder these questions or both!
42. Closing Ceremony
Closing ceremony 1:55 – 2:00
How would you like to ceremonially end this two-day writing
workshop?
If you were in a classroom in Paris, London or Rome with the
other writers who’ve spent a week with you, you would say your
heartfelt goodbyes, applaud yourself and one another, do a little
hugging, and experience the group one last time, now at a time
of parting.
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You would have both a group experience and a personal
experience. In our format, the group is invisible. But it is there!
Maybe you would like to ceremonially toast those many invisible
writers who, like you, set themselves down for the weekend and
endeavored to live one of their significant life purposes? Maybe
that toast would prove a lovely ceremonial gesture!
Dream up your way of celebrating and your way of ceremonially
ending this workshop … ending with a pledge to write tomorrow!
43. Thank you!
Thank you so much for joining me on this weekend adventure! I
hope that you learned lots, got a good deal of writing done, and
feel prepared to continue writing in a regular, everyday way
from here on in.
**
There are other self-paced two-day workshops in this series. Our
current list is comprised of:
Deep Writing Self-Paced Weekend Workshop
Memoir Breakthrough Self-Paced Weekend Workshop
Sharpen Your Pen Self-Paced Weekend Workshop
Mastering the Business Mindset Weekend Workshop
To learn more and to make a purchase, please visit:
http://www.ericmaisel.com/store
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